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Introduction {#sec006}
============

Where a person lives can influence their health in a myriad of ways \[[@pone.0198751.ref001]--[@pone.0198751.ref008]\]. Where people live is not random. Opportunities and constraints at the macro level as well as resources and restrictions at the micro level have created and sustained segregation by socioeconomic status and racial/ethnic identity. Economic and social forces have driven migration within countries and regions. Similar forces shape neighborhood selection, preference, and access. Thus, when these economic and social forces differ by identity or class, they can shape the population distribution of exposure to health harming or health promoting neighborhoods \[[@pone.0198751.ref003], [@pone.0198751.ref009]\] and policies \[[@pone.0198751.ref010]--[@pone.0198751.ref012]\]. Clear evidence suggests residential segregation impacts the health of racial/ethnic minorities, for example \[[@pone.0198751.ref009]\].

A growing literature extends this work to examine the spatial patterning of sexual minority (e.g., lesbian, gay, and bisexual \[LGB\]) people. While reviews have mapped the relationship between neighborhoods, ethnic minorities, and health \[[@pone.0198751.ref009]\] and to a lesser extent the relationship between neighborhoods and sexual minority health \[[@pone.0198751.ref004]\], we know much less about where sexual minority populations live \[[@pone.0198751.ref013]\]. In fact, a systematic synthesis of this relationship is missing from the extant literature \[[@pone.0198751.ref014]\].

Spatial patterns of sexual minority populations are important for understanding the substantial health inequities that exist for sexual minority individuals and for developing population health interventions thereon \[[@pone.0198751.ref014], [@pone.0198751.ref015]\]. If, for example, the average sexual minority individual is living in a region or neighborhood with fewer health-promoting resources, this could contribute to worse health for sexual minority populations. Regional migration may change exposure to policies that influence health, including tax regulations (e.g., state cigarette taxes). For example, the demographic distribution of race and ethnicity in the U.S.A. results in unequal coverage of clean indoor air laws and cigarette tax exposure by race/ethnicity \[[@pone.0198751.ref016], [@pone.0198751.ref017]\]. Differing social climates (e.g., protections from discrimination) could exacerbate minority stress and stigma \[[@pone.0198751.ref018]\]. Neighborhood access or selection within a region may also influence exposure to other health-related resources and problems. For example, some neighborhoods have more tobacco marketing \[[@pone.0198751.ref019]\]. Census-tracts with high proportions of same-sex partners are more likely than those with low proportions to have greater amounts of hazardous air pollutants \[[@pone.0198751.ref020]\]. Living in a neighborhood with a larger visible sexual minority population could lead to decreased, as well as potentially increased, homophobic harassment and violence \[[@pone.0198751.ref021]--[@pone.0198751.ref025]\]. However, it is difficult for researchers to hypothesize these relationships without knowing correlates of where sexual minority people live.

A substantial amount of research has examined the formation and characteristics of gay and lesbian neighborhoods using largely qualitative approaches. These studies have argued or shown that gay men's communal history is linked to urban spaces \[[@pone.0198751.ref026]\] and that LGB individuals migrate to larger cities \[[@pone.0198751.ref027]--[@pone.0198751.ref031]\], to specific tolerant cities \[[@pone.0198751.ref032], [@pone.0198751.ref033]\], and to specific "safe" enclaves in cities \[[@pone.0198751.ref034], [@pone.0198751.ref035], [@pone.0198751.ref036]\]. However, a line of research has questioned these conclusions by arguing that the relationship with urban areas is more complex \[[@pone.0198751.ref037], [@pone.0198751.ref038]--[@pone.0198751.ref042]\].

Thus, we sought to systematically identify and assess the existing peer-reviewed quantitative literature on the association between the concentration of sexual minority individuals and regional- and neighborhood-level characteristics. We conducted a systematic review with four aims to identify: (1) spatial scales at which previous research has examined spatiality and migration of sexual minority individuals, (2) correlates of where sexual minority individuals live or migrate to at larger spatial scales (e.g., regions), (3) correlates of where sexual minority individuals live or migrate to at smaller spatial scales (e.g., neighborhoods), and (4) use of longitudinal data and assessment of race/ethnicity.

Methods {#sec007}
=======

Note that we use the following terminology: A *study* is a research project from which multiple papers (i.e., *records*) can be published and in which individual *results* are reported. We write generally about sexual minority people for readability. When writing about a specific record, we use more precise terminology (e.g., male same-sex couples, lesbian women). We shorthand ways of measuring the density, rate, count, or percentage of sexual minority people as *concentration*; this should not be confused with the formal definition of concentration used in the segregation literature. Also for readability, we write generally about area units in two categories: We shorthand larger spatial scales as regions and smaller spatial scales as neighborhoods. We define regions as larger area units equal to or larger than the equivalent of a U.S. county (e.g., city, census place, municipality, metropolitan statistical area). We define neighborhoods as smaller area units that, while often imperfect, can provide meaningful information about the health of communities \[[@pone.0198751.ref043]--[@pone.0198751.ref045]\]. These include the census block (U.S.A.), tract (U.S.A.), data zone (U.K.), dissemination area (Canada), output area (U.K.), and postal code.

Our inclusion criteria were: (1) Record is a quantitative study (that is, it uses statistics to describe or associate two or more variables); (2) Record is about (a) migration or internal migration of, (b) area unit selection by, or (c) concentration of sexual minority (defined by identity, behavior, or attraction) people; (3) Criterion 2 is linked to the characteristics of regions or neighborhoods (at any spatial scale).

One author (KBS), an information specialist/librarian, iteratively designed the search strategy using recommended keywords for sexual minority-related searches \[[@pone.0198751.ref046]\] in PubMed/MEDLINE and translated controlled vocabulary to other databases. The final PubMed/MEDLINE search is available online (Online Data Repository Link, 10.15139/S3/GVAIWD, <https://dataverse.unc.edu/dataverse/SGM-geography>). We implemented the search strategy November 19--21, 2016, in 11 academic databases (Academic Search Complete, CINAHL, Embase, GeoBase, GeoRef, LGBT Life, PsycINFO, PubMed/MEDLINE, Scopus, Sociological Abstracts, Web of Science). No language, geography, or date limitations were included in the search. One author (KBS) also searched for published books. We excluded all records published prior to 1973 (the year homosexuality was removed from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual in the United States). Records were de-duplicated with reference management software and manually. We used Covidence cloud-based software (covidence.org) to manage the coding process. The title/abstract of each record was independently reviewed for inclusion or exclusion by two authors (JGLL, KSO, KBS, TW). Conflicts were moved to full-text review or resolved by discussion. The full text of each included record was then independently reviewed for inclusion or exclusion by two authors (JGLL, KSO, TW). Conflicts in coding were resolved by discussion. We did not calculate reliability in inclusion coding as our goal in dual, independent coding was to be as sensitive as possible in the inclusion process. References in each included record were examined for additional eligible records. A systematic review protocol is available online (Online Data Repository Link, doi:[10.15139/S3/GVAIWD](https://doi.org/10.15139/S3/GVAIWD)).

One author (JGLL or TW) abstracted study characteristics (e.g., setting area unit\[s\], time, analysis strategy, and results of interest to this review), and a second author (JGLL or TW) then verified and cleaned the evidence table. Each result was classified by its statistical significance at the p\>0.05 threshold. Records not in English were only reviewed by one person, and these records were included and abstracted if they met inclusion criteria. One author (JGLL) reviewed included records for risk of bias. To do this, we utilized a four-item index based on the Downs and Black checklist \[[@pone.0198751.ref047]\]. We could not identify a risk of bias tool that worked for the etiological, descriptive studies included in this review, as most such tools are designed for assessing intervention studies. We selected one item to reflect external validity ("Were the participants asked to participate in the study representative of the entire population from which they were recruited?") and three items to reflect internal validity ("Were the LGB participants recruited from the same population as the comparison group?", "Were the LGB participants recruited during the same time period as the comparison group?", and "Were the statistical tests used to assess the main outcomes appropriate?"). We coded these so a study with a score of zero was highly biased and a study a score of four was minimally biased.

We present all results in an evidence table (Supplemental File 1). We conduct a narrative review of the results and graphically display results using a modified harvest plot \[[@pone.0198751.ref048]\]. For the harvest plot, we identified results that provided (1) a statistical test with significance and direction, (2) that were not repeated comparisons against a reference category, (3) that were not adjusted for other covariates, (4) that scored a three or four in our risk of bias index, and, (5) that had a clear relevance for health and resources. Thus, we excluded measures such as the age of the housing stock in a neighborhood as it was not clear to us if this was an indicator of valuable historic properties or an indicator of older, distressed housing. We also excluded measures of segregation that simply described the area unit's segregation as these did not meet our study aims.

To create the harvest plot \[[@pone.0198751.ref048]\], we utilized SPSS v. 24 (IBM, Chicago, Illinois) to plot the significance and direction of each included result stratified by area unit size, gender, and domains of neighborhood characteristics. That is, the harvest plot presents a count of results by positive, negative, or non-significant effect. We reverse the signs of reported results as necessary to match the harvest plot's theoretical framework, which is described next.

The categorization of the results for the harvest plots builds on theoretical ideas on how neighborhood characteristics affect individuals' health and socioeconomic trajectories \[[@pone.0198751.ref001], [@pone.0198751.ref003]\]. In line with Galster's identification of mechanisms for how neighborhood characteristics matter to human development \[[@pone.0198751.ref001]\], we use his four top-level categories: Social-interactive, Environment, Geographical, and Institutional, as shown in [Table 1](#pone.0198751.t001){ref-type="table"}. Following Bernard et al. \[[@pone.0198751.ref003]\], we refer to them as domains instead of mechanisms as most of the variables in the articles are not explicitly conceptualized as mechanisms. Drawing on both Galster and Bernard, we categorize results within the categories as follows: Social-interactive domain refers to social processes in neighborhoods \[[@pone.0198751.ref001]\]. Under the Social-interactive domain, we locate deprivation (e.g., housing values, poverty and income), social cohesion (e.g., vacant housing, rental housing), and diversity (e.g., race, ethnicity, foreign-born). The Environment domain signifies the human and physical aspects of the neighborhood \[[@pone.0198751.ref001]\]. In this category, we find variables related to exposure to violence (e.g., hate crimes, crime), toxic exposure (e.g., air pollution), and minority stress (e.g., % voting conservative, lack of other sexual minority populations). The Geographical domain includes factors that can be located at a larger scale than the immediate neighborhood \[[@pone.0198751.ref001]\]. In this category, we locate the two subcategories; public services (e.g., antidiscrimination legislation/policies) and rurality. The Institutional domain contains decisions and actions by individuals and institutions outside of the neighborhood \[[@pone.0198751.ref001]\]. In this category, we locate local institutional resources (e.g., schools, parks, theatres, health clinics) and local market actors (e.g., tobacco retailers, health-harming marketing).

10.1371/journal.pone.0198751.t001

###### Categorization and example indicators of neighborhood domains of influence on health.

![](pone.0198751.t001){#pone.0198751.t001g}

  Galster-Bernard Domain                Indicator                                                      Example Measures
  ------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Social-interactive                    Deprivation                                                    Housing values, creative class, poverty, income
  Lack of social cohesion               Vacant houses, rental housing                                  
  Lack of diversity                     Race/ethnicity, foreign-born, language                         
  Environmental                         Poor physical environment                                      \-
  Toxic exposure                        Air pollution                                                  
  Violence/crime                        Hate crimes                                                    
  Social sources of minority stress     Conservative votes, concentration of other sexual minorities   
  Geographical                          Rurality                                                       Population density, RUCA, RUCC, city size
  Limited public services/protections   Hate crime legislation, laws                                   
  Institutional                         Limited local institutional resources                          Schools, parks, cultural organizations, health clinics, transportation stations
  Harmful local market actors           Tobacco retailers, marketing of health-harming products        

The harvest plot's pattern of results did not differ in a substantive way when stratified by same-sex couples versus sexual minority individuals. We thus report results of aggregated genders, female, and male. Due to the heterogeneity of study designs, time periods, and measures in the literature, we did not conduct a meta-analysis. We follow the preferred reporting items for sysemtatic reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA) guideline \[[@pone.0198751.ref049]\].

Results {#sec008}
=======

We identified 51 records as shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0198751.g001){ref-type="fig"}. The mean risk of bias score was 3.37 (sd = 0.80) and ranged from 1 to 4 with 4 being the lowest risk of bias. These records contained 647 results of which 132 (from 36 records) met criteria for the harvest plot. There are distinct quantitative literatures on the spatial patterns of sexual minority lives from different disciplines ranging from HIV studies to transportation planning. The earliest identified record was published in 1985 in response to the HIV epidemic \[[@pone.0198751.ref050]\]. Most articles were conducted in the United States (76%), but Australia \[[@pone.0198751.ref051]\], China \[[@pone.0198751.ref052], [@pone.0198751.ref053]\], France \[[@pone.0198751.ref054]\], Germany \[[@pone.0198751.ref055]\], Netherlands \[[@pone.0198751.ref056]\], New Zealand \[[@pone.0198751.ref057]\], Norway \[[@pone.0198751.ref058]\], Sweden \[[@pone.0198751.ref031], [@pone.0198751.ref058], [@pone.0198751.ref059]\], and the United Kingdom \[[@pone.0198751.ref060], [@pone.0198751.ref061]\] were represented. Seven records reported on migration \[[@pone.0198751.ref029], [@pone.0198751.ref052], [@pone.0198751.ref062]--[@pone.0198751.ref066]\]. Five reported on segregation \[[@pone.0198751.ref029], [@pone.0198751.ref054], [@pone.0198751.ref067]--[@pone.0198751.ref069]\]. Only 1 record reported on sexual minority lives by racial/ethnic identity \[[@pone.0198751.ref066]\].

![Inclusion flow diagram, Nov. 19--21, 2016.](pone.0198751.g001){#pone.0198751.g001}

The seven records on migration included work comparing same-sex sexual behaviors of Chinese rural-to-urban migrants against rural and urban non-migrants \[[@pone.0198751.ref052]\], reasons for moving to or remaining in a sexual minority enclave \[[@pone.0198751.ref062]\], legal environment of top in- and out-migration by sexual minorities Public Use Microdata Areas (PUMAs) \[[@pone.0198751.ref063]\], regional characteristics associated with same-sex couple net migration \[[@pone.0198751.ref029]\], assessing changes in rurality over time in a study comparing risks of depression over time based on changes in neighborhood characteristics among sexual minority adolescents in the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (AddHealth) \[[@pone.0198751.ref064]\], rurality at age 14--16 and at the time of the survey by sexual behavior \[[@pone.0198751.ref065]\], and the odds of migration from the birth state by partnership status \[[@pone.0198751.ref066]\]. The five records on segregation identified dissimilarity indices by partnership type in the USA in 2000 \[[@pone.0198751.ref029]\], changes in segregation (concentration index) of gay men (operationalized as mailing addresses for a gay magazine's subscribers) from heterosexual men in Paris over time \[[@pone.0198751.ref054]\], correlations between same-sex partner prevalence rates and city same-sex couple exposure indices \[[@pone.0198751.ref067]\], and changes over time in same-sex couple segregation in the USA \[[@pone.0198751.ref068], [@pone.0198751.ref069]\]. The one record on race/ethnicity identified odds of migration from birth state by the racial composition of partnerships \[[@pone.0198751.ref066]\].

Studies measured sexual orientation or a proxy thereof in a variety of ways. Twenty-six records defined sexual orientation by cohabitating same-sex partners \[[@pone.0198751.ref013], [@pone.0198751.ref028], [@pone.0198751.ref029], [@pone.0198751.ref032], [@pone.0198751.ref056], [@pone.0198751.ref063], [@pone.0198751.ref066]--[@pone.0198751.ref085]\]. Eleven used individual sexual orientation identity \[[@pone.0198751.ref050], [@pone.0198751.ref051], [@pone.0198751.ref053], [@pone.0198751.ref055], [@pone.0198751.ref060], [@pone.0198751.ref062], [@pone.0198751.ref064], [@pone.0198751.ref086]--[@pone.0198751.ref089]\]. Five used individual sexual behavior \[[@pone.0198751.ref052], [@pone.0198751.ref061], [@pone.0198751.ref065], [@pone.0198751.ref090], [@pone.0198751.ref091]\]. Two used marriage/legal partnership records \[[@pone.0198751.ref058], [@pone.0198751.ref092]\]. Two used subscriber lists or mailing lists \[[@pone.0198751.ref054], [@pone.0198751.ref093]\]. Five used multiple measures of sexual orientation, including marriage, identity, attraction, behavior, web site membership, and mailing lists \[[@pone.0198751.ref031], [@pone.0198751.ref057], [@pone.0198751.ref059], [@pone.0198751.ref094], [@pone.0198751.ref095]\]. We excluded two innovative studies \[[@pone.0198751.ref096], [@pone.0198751.ref097]\] using real estate listings in gay/lesbian newspapers because they did not meet our inclusion criteria.

We first report the spatial scales used in the identified records. We follow with correlates of sexual minority concentration at regional and neighborhood area units. Lastly, we report on the use of longitudinal data and racial/ethnic identity in the literature.

Area units {#sec009}
----------

Reflecting the heavy influence of U.S. records, the most common area unit was the census tract, which was used in 13 records \[[@pone.0198751.ref068], [@pone.0198751.ref073], [@pone.0198751.ref076], [@pone.0198751.ref077], [@pone.0198751.ref079]--[@pone.0198751.ref083], [@pone.0198751.ref089], [@pone.0198751.ref090], [@pone.0198751.ref092], [@pone.0198751.ref093]\]. The second most common area unit was the Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) used in 11 records \[[@pone.0198751.ref013], [@pone.0198751.ref028], [@pone.0198751.ref032], [@pone.0198751.ref071], [@pone.0198751.ref072], [@pone.0198751.ref074], [@pone.0198751.ref084], [@pone.0198751.ref085], [@pone.0198751.ref088], [@pone.0198751.ref091], [@pone.0198751.ref095]\]. Five records used cities or U.S. census places \[[@pone.0198751.ref031], [@pone.0198751.ref056], [@pone.0198751.ref061], [@pone.0198751.ref067], [@pone.0198751.ref069]\]. Four used postal codes \[[@pone.0198751.ref051], [@pone.0198751.ref078], [@pone.0198751.ref086], [@pone.0198751.ref094]\]. Four used PUMAs \[[@pone.0198751.ref063], [@pone.0198751.ref066], [@pone.0198751.ref075], [@pone.0198751.ref080]\]. Two used counties \[[@pone.0198751.ref070], [@pone.0198751.ref089]\], and one used block groups \[[@pone.0198751.ref064]\]. One record used a sampling grid \[[@pone.0198751.ref052]\]. Data zones were used in Scotland \[[@pone.0198751.ref060]\], arrondissements in France \[[@pone.0198751.ref054]\], labor market regions in Sweden \[[@pone.0198751.ref059]\], and one U.S. record reported using Bureau of Economic Analysis areas \[[@pone.0198751.ref029]\]. Other studies did not provide a clear definition of the area unit used \[[@pone.0198751.ref050], [@pone.0198751.ref053], [@pone.0198751.ref055], [@pone.0198751.ref057], [@pone.0198751.ref058], [@pone.0198751.ref062], [@pone.0198751.ref065], [@pone.0198751.ref087], [@pone.0198751.ref089]\].

Correlates of spatial patterning {#sec010}
--------------------------------

In the harvest plot ([Fig 2](#pone.0198751.g002){ref-type="fig"}) we show significance and direction of unadjusted associations between sexual minority concentration and area unit characteristics. [Fig 2a](#pone.0198751.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows these associations at larger area units (e.g., cities, metropolitan statistical areas), and [Fig 2b](#pone.0198751.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows these associations at smaller area units (e.g., census tracts, postal codes). The height of the bar can be read as the weight of the evidence for a negative (-), non-significant (NS), or positive association (+). In the absence of publication bias and in the absence of a "true" relationship between the variables, one would expect just 2.5% of results to fall into the negative and positive categories, respectively, when *p* was set to 0.05.

![Harvest plot (count) of unadjusted relationship between sexual minority concentration and (a) regional area unit characteristics and (b) neighborhood area unit characteristics, by gender, n = 132 results from n = 36 records.](pone.0198751.g002){#pone.0198751.g002}

Several findings are striking: Much research has focused on deprivation and rurality. At the regional level, there is a clear pattern of findings showing sexual minority people are more likely to live in better-resourced regions and more urban regions. Similarly, sexual minority people are more likely to live in regions with more progressive values, thus potentially reducing exposure to minority stressors. At the neighborhood level, there is a clear trend towards a greater diversity of neighborhood residents and toward living in more urban neighborhoods. Given the greater resources at the regional level, it is concerning that the clear pattern of greater resources is not present in the results reported at the neighborhood level. Also concerning is that one record reported greater levels of toxic air pollution \[[@pone.0198751.ref077]\] and evidence suggested more limited institutional resources in neighborhoods with greater concentration of gay men \[[@pone.0198751.ref073]\]. There are several notable differences between men and women in the studies, mainly visible through the lack of studies of women on the neighborhood scale. A number of the domains had few or no studies.

Longitudinal data and within-group racial/ethnic identity {#sec011}
---------------------------------------------------------

Only three of the papers used longitudinal data \[[@pone.0198751.ref064], [@pone.0198751.ref068], [@pone.0198751.ref069]\]. One study used two waves of Add Health data to examine different county characteristics of sexual minority participants over time \[[@pone.0198751.ref064]\]. One used census data from two time points to assess past same-sex couple concentration with future neighborhood characteristics \[[@pone.0198751.ref068]\]. One used census data from two times points to associate census place characteristics with future same-sex couple concentration \[[@pone.0198751.ref069]\]. The remainder used cross-sectional designs, although sometimes with retrospective reporting \[[@pone.0198751.ref029], [@pone.0198751.ref063], [@pone.0198751.ref065]\]. Only one record reported by the racial/ethnic identity of sexual minorities \[[@pone.0198751.ref066]\].

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

Principal findings {#sec013}
------------------

Most of our knowledge on the spatial patterning of sexual minority populations comes from the U.S.A. The available information on the spatial patterning of sexual minority individuals is clearest at larger area units (i.e., regions); there are consistent patterns indicating greater concentrations of sexual minority populations in more urban regions and in wealthier regions. At the neighborhood level, however, this pattern is not clear. Researchers have long recognized the modifiable area unit problem \[[@pone.0198751.ref098], [@pone.0198751.ref099]\]; that is, the use of different area units may result in different results that may not generalize to other area units. It is not clear to us, given the existing literature, if living in regions with more resources translates into living in better resourced neighborhoods for sexual minority people. What is clear is that there are substantial gaps in the literature regarding health-promoting or health-hindering area characteristics associated with sexual minority concentration.

Our results can be used to strengthen the existing literature. For example, work on structural stigma \[[@pone.0198751.ref100]\] and syndemic theory \[[@pone.0198751.ref101]\] is tied closely to exposure to policy and internal migration, respectively. Similarly, the commonly used minority stress model \[[@pone.0198751.ref102]\] suggests (but does not state directly) the importance of where people live: General and distal stressors include the role of policy and the social/political climate in which one lives. Life course and cumulative dis/advantage approaches are linked to the resources and environmental characteristics present at critical developmental stages \[[@pone.0198751.ref103], [@pone.0198751.ref104]\]. Research addressing spatial gaps in this literature could give a clearer population-level view of the role of policy and migration for studies assessing structural stigma, syndemics, and minority stress. A clearer sense of regional and neighborhood patterns across the life-course could inform research on sexual minority aging as well as adolescent development. Further work could be used to refine these theories, identify within-group resiliencies, and address gaps in the literature---particularly the limited quantitative literature about sexual minority internal migration.

Notably, our findings show a similar pattern of results by gender. Substantial theorizing has focused on the role of gender in sexual minority neighborhood formation \[[@pone.0198751.ref035]\]. While our focus on unadjusted, quantitative associations limits what conclusions we can draw, it may be that patterns of regional and neighborhood characteristics by gender are the same but the magnitude of the pattern differs.

Methods {#sec014}
-------

Regarding methods, it is clear that future reviews would benefit from authors and journals following reporting guidelines for observational studies that explicitly call for reporting of unadjusted results \[[@pone.0198751.ref105]\]. We would also suggest greater attention to the perspective that statistically holding constant other neighborhood characteristics produces a counterfactual neighborhood that does not reflect lived experience on the ground \[[@pone.0198751.ref106]\]. Controlling for neighborhood racial/ethnic composition, for example, may help isolate the contribution of another variable. However, real life is not held constant, and adjusted models can mask disparities that truly exist. Hand-in-hand with the limited use of longitudinal designs and despite substantial qualitative and theoretical work on migration, there is minimal assessment of migration in the identified records. We were surprised by this as longitudinal register data on legalized same-sex partnerships/marriages has been available since the late 1990s in many countries in Western Europe, and researchers could make use of this to study migration. Measurement of sexual orientation also presents a challenge. Sexual orientation is considered to have three domains, identity, behavior, and attraction \[[@pone.0198751.ref107]\], and same-sex partnered individuals should not be equated with LGB individuals \[[@pone.0198751.ref031]\]. Use of different sexual orientation domains can result in different results even in the same dataset \[[@pone.0198751.ref108]\]. While HIV researchers typically focus on behavior, tobacco control researchers, for example, typically focus on identity as industry marketing is targeted to LGB-identified individuals. This means that the definition of sexuality needs to be critically assessed in future studies.

Gaps in the literature {#sec015}
----------------------

By analyzing the different categories in line with Galster \[[@pone.0198751.ref001]\] and Bernard \[[@pone.0198751.ref003]\], we can locate several gaps in the evidence base. For example, in the Social-interactive domain, there is a lack of studies that include variables connected to social networks and family support. These are two factors that theoretical studies have argued are important for understanding the wellbeing of sexual minority populations \[[@pone.0198751.ref036], [@pone.0198751.ref039], [@pone.0198751.ref041]\]. Further, in the Environment domain, studies highlighting the physical environment and crime are missing. This is surprising for two reasons: (1) there is a substantial "broken windows" line of research in sociology and city planning and (2) there is a theoretical and qualitative literature on gay men as agents of gentrification \[[@pone.0198751.ref109], [@pone.0198751.ref110]\]. Crime and perceptions of crime are important in how neighborhoods are viewed and change \[[@pone.0198751.ref111]\]. Furthermore, the social epidemiological literature connects perceptions of neighborhoods (e.g., perceived neighborhood social cohesion) to a multitude of health outcomes; this has not been explored in the identified literature. However, one recent paper published after our search revealed that sexual minority adults report lower levels of perceptions of living in close-knit neighborhoods, of the ability to count on their neighbors, of trust of their neighbors, and of people in their neighborhoods helping each other out compared to their heterosexual counterparts \[[@pone.0198751.ref112]\]. In the Geographical domain, there is a gap of studies emphasizing spatial mismatch between jobs and residential location. There is evidence that sexual minority individuals sort into certain occupations and are subject to employment discrimination \[[@pone.0198751.ref113]\]. Future research should investigate if sexual minority people are forced to look for employment options across larger geographic scales compared to the general population. For example, how might employment-related factors be driving forces shaping migration patterns across multiple geographic scales? Finally, variables measuring stigmatization are also missing in these studies from the Institutional domain.

Beyond these domains, it is clear that very little quantitative work has examined the spatial patterning of racial/ethnic identity within LGB populations. Nor has work examined other within-group variability (e.g., immigration or socioeconomic status) in spatial patterning beyond gender and sexual orientation. The spatial patterns of bisexually-identified or transgender people are largely absent, which likely represents a limitation of many data sources to study these populations meaningfully.

Strengths and limitations of this review {#sec016}
----------------------------------------

This review had a number of strengths including systematic searching developed by a professional medical librarian, implementation of the search in 11 academic databases, citation searching, dual independent coding, and an interdisciplinary team of authors. However, like all systematic reviews, it has limitations. The results are limited by biases in what is published versus what is filed away for not being "exciting enough" (i.e., publication bias). We did not conduct a search of the grey literature or solicit unpublished papers. We visually report only unadjusted results, and a substantial portion of the records did not report their unadjusted results. For example, the classic *Gay and Lesbian Atlas* reports rich quantitative data but provides no inferential statistical test results \[[@pone.0198751.ref078]\]. Our results come largely from the U.S.A. and may not generalize to other parts of the world. Because of the limited available literature, we opted to focus on narrow measures of risk of bias. Our risk of bias index rated records as having high quality based largely on indicators of sampling and statistical methods. This is in part due to the heavy use of census and registry data, which fared well in our risk of bias index. Future reviews should consider unique indicators of risk of bias for spatial studies. Additionally, we conducted this research from a post-positivist perspective, and it does not represent other interpretive or critical \[[@pone.0198751.ref114]\] ways of knowing.

Conclusion {#sec017}
----------

Even small associations can have a substantial population-level impact \[[@pone.0198751.ref115]\]. We know more about the regions in which sexual minority individuals live than about the characteristics of neighborhoods. We identified little quantitative evidence regarding the characteristics of neighborhoods or regions associated with sexual minority migration. Large gaps in knowledge remain. While it is promising for health that sexual minority individuals' regional location is associated with greater resources, it is concerning---given the potential for ecological fallacy---that there is little knowledge about their location within those regions.

Supporting information {#sec018}
======================
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